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1A.0 Objective
The covalent bonds are directional and it imparts characteristic shape to

each molecule based on certain theories and rules, which will be discussed in
this chapter. Thus the study of this chapter help us to arrive at the most
probable structure and reactivity of the molecules.
1A.1 Introduction

By combining atomic orbitals into molecular orbitals, the bonding in
molecules can be described in greater depth. Lewis gave the first concept of
sharing of el ectrons between two atoms and binding them together, giving rise
to octet rule. When this rule was not able to explain the bonding in molecules
specially when–

(a) The electrons are insufficient to give an octet around each atom as
in BF3 shown below.
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The octet is not complete. Such compounds are known as electron
deffecient molecules.

(b) The number of electrons around the molecule is more than eight
as in PF5 as shown below.

Such molecules cannot be, explained by Octet rule alone.
Concept of hybridization, VSEPR theory, d–p bonding and
Bent’s Rule help us to get the most probable structures of
polyatomic molecules.

1A.2 VSEPR Theory
Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion (VSEPR) theory is a simple extension

of Lewis ideas and was able to successfully predict the shapes of many polyatomic
molecules. Electron pairs are an important feature of Lewis description of
chemical bonds and VSEPR theory gives a geometric dimension to the theory
by proposing that most favourable  molecular shape is that which minimises
the repulsion between sigma() bonding electron pairs around the central atoms.

According to this theory, the geometry of the molecule depends on the
number of bonding and non bonding electron pairs in the central atom which
arrange themselves in such a way that there is minimum repulsion between
them so that the molecule has minimum energy and maximum stability.

If the central metal atom of a molecule is surrounded only by bonding
electron pairs (bp) and not by non bonding electron pairs, also called lone pairs
(lp), the geometry of the molecule will be symmetrical.

BeCl2 with 2 bps is linear

BCl3 with  3 bps is triangular

SnCl4 with 4 bps is tetrahedral

F
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PCl5 with 5 bps is triangular bipyramidal

SF6 with 6 bps is octahedron

If the central atom is surrounded by  both bps and lps, the molecule does
not have a symmetrical shape. The distortion in shape is due to the alteration
in bond angles due to the presence of lps. As lps are much closer to the central
atom than bps, the lps will exert more repulsion on the adjacent electron pair
than bps. The repulsion between two lps is maximum in magnitude, then
between a lp and a bp is intermediate, while that between two leps is minimum.

The repulsive forces can be represented as lp–lp>lp–bp>bp–bp
Example

(i) Molecules CH4 NH3 H2O
no of lps O 1 2
Bond angle 109.5° 107.5° 105.5°

Although the arrangement of both bonding and lone pairs of electrons
governs the structure of the molecule, the shape is determined by the arrangement
of atoms. CH4 is tetrahedral, NH3 is trigonal bipyramidal and H2O is angular.

(ii) Molecules XeF2 XeF4 XeF6
no of lps 3 2 1
shape linear square planar distorted

octahedron
54Xe  1s22s2p63s2p6d104s2p6d105s2p6

 Xe It has 3 lps and 2 bps
XeF2

F F
sp3 d2

5s 5p
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The hybridization is sp3d,i.e, triangular bipyramidal.
According to VSEPR theory, the three lps occupy the
three apex of the triangle. This results in a linear shape
for XeF2.

XeF4 It has 2 lps and 4 bps

The hybridization is sp3d2 i.e. octahedron
According to VSEPR theory, the two lps occupy the
upper and bottom position, while the 4F atoms occupy
the four corners of the square. This results in a planar
square shape for XeF4.

It has 1 lp and 6 bps.

The hybridization  is sp3d3 i.e, pentagonal bipyramidal.

The shape is distorted octahedron.

According to VSEPR theory, the bond angles involving multiple bonds are
generally larger than those having single bonds. However, the multiple bonds
do not affect the geometry of the molecule e.g.

F

Xe

F
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F F F F F F
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(i)

(ii)

Limitations of VSEPR theory–
(i) VSEPR theory cannot explain the shapes of molecules, which have

polar bonds e.g. Li2O is linear but H2O has a bent structure.
(ii) This theory cannot explain delocalised  electron systems.
(iii) This theory cannot explain shapes of molecules with inert pairs of

electrons.
(iv) Certain transition metal complexes have shapes which has no

explanation according to the theory.
(v) Though this theory more or less correctly predicts the geometry of

the species containing up to six electron pairs, it is unable to predict in cases
of molecules containing seven or more electron pairs.
1A.3 d– p bond

The multiple bonding involving 'd' orbital play an important role in the
chemistry of non metals. In tetrahedral AB4 type e.g. SiF4, SiO44–, PO43–, SO42,
ClO4– etc, A atom forms 6bonds with 4 B atoms with its 'S' or 'p' orbitals. The
'd' orbitals of A (empty) are now available for bonding. Each B atom has two
filled orbitals for  bonding. These are perpendiculars to the A–B bond axis.
Thus all the 'd' orbitals of A undergoes overlap with the porbitals on B. The
dx y2 2  and dz2  orbitals take part in such overlaps as they have more 
interactions than the other 'd' orbitals.

As we go from left to right in any period, the effective nuclear charge
increases. This results in contraction of diffused 'd' orbitals and stronger 
overlap.

Si < P < S < Cl

CO O

CF4

P
101°

O

F F F
POF3

SF OF96°

O

SO2F2

C
F

F F109.5°
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This also explains the shortening of A–B bond distance with bonding
with respect to the A–B single bond distance. This is the reason, we have
silicates as most extensive polymeric species. Next comes polyphosphates and
then pyrosulphates S2O72– and tetrasulphates S4O102–.

The formation of d– pbonding dictate the geometry of the molecules.
Example–
(i) (CH3 )3N is pyramidal but (SiH3)3N and (GeH3)3N are planar.

This is because of N(2pz)–Si(3d) or N(2pz)–Ge(4d) overlap which makes
them planer. These bonds are shorter than the single bond length.

(ii) In H3PO,  d– p  bonding  is present.
In H3PO, the   bond with H form sp3
hybrid on the P atom  using all the three
p orbitals. bond with O is formed by
using 3'd' orbitals of P and 'p' orbital of
oxygen.

(iii) In R2 SO also  d– pbonding is present.

In R2SO , Sulphur forms  bond with R
and forms d– pbond with oxygen.

(iv) In many coordination compounds d– pbonds are present.

The 'd' orbitals of metal combines with
'p' orbitals ligand to give d– pbond.

CH3

N
HC3 CH3

SiH3

SiH3

SiH3N

p -dII II

FeF6
4

H Ge3

H Ge3

GeH3N

p -dII II

d -pII  II

H

H
S OH

- + +

--+

d -pII  II

R

R
S O

d -pII II

Fe F
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(v) Copper–alkene complexes: This concept was later extended to other
transition elements. In these cases the bonding is of two types.

(a) Overlap of   electron density of the olefin with a  type
acceptor orbital on the metal atom.

(b) a back bond from the flow of electron density  from filled metal
d or other d– p hybrid orbitals into antibonding orbitals of
the carbon atom.

1A.4 Bent's Rule
More electronegative substituents prefer hybrid orbitals having less's

character and more electropositive substituents prefer hybrid orbitals having
more 's' character —Bent's Rule.

Examples—(i) PCl3F2
An sp3d hybrid orbital is a combination of pz dy2 hybrids and spxpy  hybrids.

pz dy2  makes two linear hybrid orbitals bonding axially and spxpy form the
trigonal equitorial bonds. The sp2 hybrid orbitals are capable of forming stronger
bonds and they are shorter than the weaker axial bonds when the electronegativities
of the substituents differ, they are governed by the Bent's Rule.

F cl

clPcl

F

Donation prom filled II
or bitals to cacant II
metal orbitals

Back bonding from filled
metal II orbital to acceptor
II* orbitals.
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(ii) CH2F2 — In difluromethane, F–C–F bond angle is less than 109.5°
indicating less than 25 percent 's' character, but H–C–H bond angle is larger
than 109°5' showing more 's' character to the C–H bond.

other fluromethanes yield similar results.
A bond pair to a more electronegative outer atom occupy less space than

a  bond pair to a less electronegative outer atom. Thus in trigonal bipyramidal
molecules of the p block elements as shown above in example (i) more electronegative
prefers the axial position and less electronegative substituent prefers the
equitorial position as shown above.

unshaped clectron pair Electron pair
occupying more space shared with outer

atom-less space
The mechanism of Bent's Rule is not very clear. One factor favouring

increased 'p' character in electronegative substituents is the decreased bond
angle of 'p' orbitals and the decreased steric requirements of electronegative
substituents.

Bent's Rule provide alternative rationalization for VSEPR theory, as it
agrees with the conclusions drawn from VSEPR theory as below.

In CH2F2, H–C–H Bond angle is 111.9° but F–C–F bond angle is 108.3°.
From  VSEPR theory, the more electronegative F atom effectively increased the
separation between the bond pairs, reducing lp–lp repulsion. Repulsion from
the C–H bond pairs reduces the F–C–F bond angle. From Bent's Rule, F–C–F
bond angle is smaller than symmetrical 109.5° indicating that C–F bond  involve
less than 25% 's' character, where as C–H bond uses greater 's' character as
reflected in the wideing of H–C–H angle.

Bent's Rule is an important tool in inorganic and organic  chemistry. This
has been used to  suppliment VSEPR theory interpretations of the structure
of various non metal flourides and throws light in the molecular structure of
various compounds.
1A.5 Molecular Orbital Diagram of CO2

Co2 molecule, which is triatomic, is linear and symmetrical, and belongs
to D h  point group.

F
C

F H
H

–
A

> H–
A A

F–
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6C = 1s22s22pz02px12py1

8O = 1s22s22pz22px12py1
The central carbon atom electron of 2's' orbital gets promoted and is used

as 'sp' hybrid orbitals to form two bonds with two oxygen atoms. The two singly
occupied p orbitals  of carbon gives rise to 2bonds, one with each of the two
oxygen atoms, with correspondingly singly occupied 'p' orbitals in mutually
perpendicular planes.

Let z axis be the inter nuclear axis bonding orbitals available for carbon
and each oxygen are 2s and 2p. The '2s' orbitals of oxygen are much lower in
energy and is essentially non bonding. The C–2s and 2pz  orbitals on two oxygen
atoms form a pair of  s Molecular Orbitals (M.O). The C–2pz and O–2pz orbitals
form another pair of pM.Os. Since 2p orbitals of C is of higher energy than
2s orbital, p M.O. will be higher in energy than s M.O.

The C–2p orbitals and the corresponding atomic orbitals on 'O' combine
to form one pair of bonding  M.O., one pair of antibonding *M.O, one pair
of non bonding nb M.O.

Valence orbitals of C and 2 ‘O’ atoms.

CO O
II II

1.16°
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(a) valence orbitals of carbon atom and
(b) valence orbital of two oxygen atoms.

(a) (b)
Combination of carbonn-2pz and 1 of oxygen group forming

(a) bonding s and (b) antibonding s*m.o.s. (vertical lines show nodes)

Combination of carbon 2pz and 2 of oxygen group forming two more 
m.o.s. (a) p and (b) p*

Combination of C - 2px orbitals and 3 of oxygen atoms forming  bonding
and * antibonding orbitals.

The C–2py orbital and 5 orbitals of oxygen atoms form another pair of
 M.Os( bonding and *antibonding).

There are no symmetrically suitable orbitals of the carbon for oxygen 4and6.Thus these act as nb non bonding orbitals localized near the oxygen
atoms as shown in the below diagram.
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 A.O. of C         M.O. of CO2        A.Os of O+O
There are 16 valence electrons, which are distributed as O4s2p2nb4

H O M O is nb  non bonding (Highest Occupied Molecular  Orbital)
LUMO  is *antibonding.
(Lowest unoccupied Molecular Orbital)
This is diamagnetic as there is no unpaired electron. The bond order of

C–O is 2,  and  and one 
Similar bonding pattern is applicable to isoelectronic linear species like

NO N O N2 2 3, , etc.
1A.6 Molecular Orbital Diagram of NO2–

NO2 is a brown gas, paramagnetic and highly reactive having C2symmetry.
The structure of NO2 is usually compared with CO2 and H2O, which are also
triatomic molecular.

CO2 NO2 H2O
Linear structure bent structure bent structure

with  bonds with  bonds with no  bond
7N = 1s22s22px12py12pz1

8O = 1s2 2s22px1 2py1 2pz2

The best explanation for the structure of NO2 is from molecular orbital
theory. N

O O
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Let z axis be the C2 axis of C2 symmetry and x axis is perpendicular to
the molecular plane and yz will be the molecular plane. As in the case of CO2,in this case also 2s orbitals of the two O atoms are non bonding as they are
much lower in energy than the N atomic orbitals. Thus the orbitals which take
part in bonding are N–2s, 2px, 2py, 2pz and O–2px, 2py and 2pz of the two oxygen
atoms.

Overlap considerations show that there will be five  M.Os two bonding
, two antibonding *, and one non bonding nb.

The N–2s and 2pz have been combined first to give sp hybrid, followed
by overlap of the O–2p orbitals as shown below.

(A) (B) (C)

(D) (E)
(A), (B) and (C) are combination of O–2pz orbitals with sp hybrid of N.
(D) and (E) are combinations of O–2py orbitals with N–2py orbitals.
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Combination of 2px orbitals on all the three atoms, perpendicular to the
molecular plane gives three  M.Os, one bonding  one antibonding * and one
non bonding nb as shown above.

The O–2py orbitals on each oxygen remains nonbonding.

 A.O. of N         M.O. of NO2        A.O of O+O
There are 17 valence electrons which are placed in the molecular orbitals.

There are three bonds, 2 and 1 in the molecule.
Bond order of N–O is 11

2  of which it is 1and 1
2 This is confirmed by

the physicochemical measurements as the bond length of N–O in NO2 is between
the single bond and double bond length.

HOMO is nb non bonding
LUMO is * antibonding

bonding nbbonding antibonding
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The NO2 molecule is paramagnetic with one unpaired electron in nb non
bonding orbital.

Molecules Cl2O, O3, SO2, OF2, ClO2, NO–2 etc have similar structures.
1A.7 Molecular Orbital Diagram of CO32–

CO32– is a tetraatomic molecule having a planar triangular structure with
bond angles of 120°. All three O atoms are equivalent and the C–O bond lengths
are shorter than the single bond.

Valence Bond Structure

The above structure will have different bond lengths.

Pauling’s Structure

The above structure also is unable to explain certain reactions.
The best explanation is from molecular orbital theory. All the experimental

evidences show that all the three ‘O’ atoms are equivalent. The CO32-  ion is
all planar with no unshared pair of electron on carbon.

Let the molecular plane be xy plane. C uses 2s, 2px and 2py orbitals to
form the bonds or in accomodating non bonding electrons. There is no chance
of sideways overlap between oxygen orbitals in the plane of the molecule as
the distances are too large. This accounts for all the  px and py orbitals and
for 18 electrons, six in the three  bonds and four unshared electrons on each
oxygen atom. The twelve s and p orbitals form the three bondingorbitals and
two orbitals on each oxygen to hold the non bonding electrons, and all these
are filled. The remaining three orbitals are the antibonding sigma orbitals and
these remain empty and are of very high energy.

The CO32– ion has a total of 24e– (including two from the charge) out of
which 18e– has been accounted for. Still 6e– has to be accounted for and the
pz orbitals on the four atoms (one C and three O) have yet to be used. These
four pz orbitals combine to form one bonding  orbital, one antibonding * orbital

C
O O

O

C
O O

O
C

O O

O–

C
O O

O–
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and two nonbonding nb orbitals. Let the bonding  orbital be denoted as 1.This is of lowest energy.
1 = (pC + pO1 + pO2 + pO3)Let the * antibonding orbital be denoted as 4.4 = (pC – pO1–  pO 2–  pO3)This is of highest energy.

The remaining two  orbitals 2 and 3 are equal in energy and lie between
1 and 2. They are nonbonding nb orbitals.

The six remaining electrons enter1, 2 and 3, leaving the antibonding
4 empty. 2 and 3 are nonbonding and thus the CO32– is left with one  bond
over the the whole molecule.

Molecular orbital picture of CO32–

A.O. of C A.O. of O + O + O
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The C–O bond order is 11
3  of which it is 1bond and 1

3 bond, which
corresponds with the structure and bond length.

HOMO is delocalized  non bonding orbitals.
LUMO is delocalized * antibonding orbitals.
This is a diamagnetic molecule with no unpaired electron.

1A.8 Molecular Orbital Diagram of Xenon Flouride
Xenon forms three flourides e.g. XeF2, XeF4 and XeF6. The Valence Bond

approach, based on promotion of electrons to 5‘d’ orbital explained the geometry
of all the above three flourides as linear, square planar and distorted octahedron
which was based on VSEPR theory. The physico chemical studies justified the
geometry but the explanation was not justified because of the following reason.

(i) For promoting 5s25p6  5s25p56d1,  963 KJ mol–1 energy is required.
(ii) For promoting 5s25p6  5s25p46d2, 1758 KJ mol–1 energy is required.
In view of such high promotional energy required, the valence bond

approach involving higher orbitals of Xenon appears logically unjustified to
describe the bonding in Xenon Fluorides.

The molecular orbital approach of Xenon Flourides uses the idea of 3
center 4 electrons bonds involving only the valence shell 5p orbital of Xenon.

Let z axis be the internuclear axis. The 5pz orbital of Xenon combines with
2pz orbitals of two F atoms to form, one bonding , one antibonding * and one
non bonding nb.
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The order of energy is
Bonding M.O.<Non bonding M.O.<antibonding M.O.
There were 4 electrons (two from Xe and one each from 2F), which occupy

the bonding and non bonding M.O. The single bonding electron pair bonds all
three atoms. The non bonding orbital is localized closer to the F atomic orbitals,
imparting some ionic character.

A.O. of Xe  A.O. of F + F
HOMO is nb
LUMO is * antibonding.
XeF4—The square planar structure of XeF4 is consistent with two 3 center

four electron bonds mutually perpendicular to each other.
XeF6—This has three mutually perpendicular 3 center 4 electron bonds,

leading to an octahedron structure. XeF6 does not have a static structure and
is known as "Fluxional Molecule". The valence shell of Xenon contains six bond
pairs and one lone pair of electrons. The lone pair continuously interchanges
it position with  bond pairs. Thus, the overall structure is of a distorted
octahedron.
1A.9 Summary

The application of the VSPER Theory depends on the following points:
(i) Bonds around the central atom will be arranged in the most symmetrical

manner possible for the coordination number.
Coordination number Formula Shape Example

2 AB2 linear CO2
3 AB3 triangular BF3
4 AB4 tetrahedral SiCl4,NH4+
5 AB5 trigonal PCl5

bipyramidal
6 AB6 Octahedral SF6, PCl6–
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(ii) lone pairs of electrons on the central atom must be taken into
account for deciding the shapes

Total number Basic shape Lone pairs Formula Shape Example
of electron pairs

3 triangle 1 AB2E V shape SnCl2(gas
4 Tetrahedron 1 AB3E trigonal NH3

pyramidal
2 AB2E2 V shape H2O

5 Trigonal bipyramidal 1 AB4E distorted TeCl4
2 AB3E2 T shape ClF3
3 AB2E3 linear ICl2–

6 Octahedron 1 AB5E sq pyramid IF5
2 AB4E2 sq plane ICl4–

(iii) The direction of distortion from the basic shape in unsymmetrically
substituted species can be predicted by considering the electron density and
polarization within the bonds, when lone pairs are present, it has a dominating
effect and the order of repulsions is lone pair–lone pair>lone pair–bond pair>bond
pair–bond pair.

(iv) Delocalized  bonds have little steric effect but localized  bonds
cause distortion.

Number of valency  bonds  bonds shape Example
electrons

4 2 2 linear CO2, HCN
3 1 triangular CO32–

5 3 2 triangular NO3–

 4 1 tetrahedral PO43–

6 3 3 triangular SO3
4 2 tetrahedral SO42–
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1A.10 Questions for Exercise
(1) (a) Give main points of Valence Shell Electron Pair Repulsion

Theory.
(b) Explain the shape and hybridization of the following:

(i)   XeF6 (ii)  IF7 (iii)  BrF5
(iv)  SO3 (v)  NH4+

(2) Explain d–p bonding by giving suitable examples.
(3) Write a short note on Bent's Rule. Applying Bent's Rule in molecule

CH C CH3   , predict whether the bond angles H–C–H are greater or

less than 109 1
2



(4) Draw Molecular Orbital Diagram of CO2. Explain the bond pair and
magnetic property on the basis of the M.O. diagram.

(5) Give Molecular Orbital picture of NO2. Explain the HOMO and LUMO
of the NO2 molecule.

(6) Explain the diamagnetic property of CO32– ion on the basis of
molecular orbital diagram.

(7) Give the Molecular Orbital diagram of XeF2. Explain its magnetic
property, HOMO and LUMO on the basis of this diagram.

(8) Write short notes with examples:
(a) VSEPR theory    (b) d–p bond    (c) Bent's Rule

(9) Predict the molecular geometry of the following:
(i) ClF3      (ii) XeF4     (iii) PCl2F3   (iv) ClO2F3

(10) Explain—
(a) According to VSEPR theory bonds predict the geometry of

the molecule and not the  bonds.
(b) Why the two Chlorine atoms of PCl5 are more reactive than

the rest three.
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1A.11 Suggested Readings
(1) General and Inorganic Chemistry by R. Sarkar Part II.
(2) Inorganic Chemistry by Huhey, Keiter and Keiter.
(3) Structural Methods in Inorganic Chemistry by Blackwell.
(4) Physical Methods in Inorganic Chemistry by Drago .
(5) Introduction to Modern Inorganic Chemistry by Mackay and Mackay.
(6) Advanced Inorganic Chemistry by Cotton and Wilkinson.
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